Billion Dollar Brain

Think Like a Billionaire
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Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are coming up with billion dollar ideas. See evidence of your wealth.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are developing billion dollar mindset. Write down any positive statements others make.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

my ideas are worth billions

I come up with billion dollar ideas all day long

I come up with billion dollar ideas while I sleep

I come up with billion dollar ideas while I eat

my brain is always coming up with billion dollar ideas

my thoughts create money

my thoughts are money

my ideas create money

my ideas are money

my brain is an endless fountain of wealth

my brain is a metaphysical wealth machine

my brain was created to generate wealth

my brain is filled with unlimited money ideas

my brain is stuffed with unlimited creativity

my brain is a priceless instrument of wealth creation

my brain is a priceless treasure of creativity
my brain is a priceless work of art
my brain is the savior of human kind
my brain is a ceaseless creator of billion dollar ideas
my brain was designed by God
God designed my brain to create billion dollar ideas
God wants me to create billion dollar ideas
God expects me to create billion dollar ideas
My brain is the culmination of God's Eternal grace
my billion dollar ideas are the creation of heaven
my billion dollar ideas will create unlimited love
my billion dollar ideas will create unlimited happiness
my billion dollar ideas will create unlimited peace
my billion dollar ideas will create unlimited prosperity
the future rests on my billion dollar ideas
humanity is waiting for my billion dollar ideas
God expresses billion dollar ideas through my genius mind
God expresses billion dollar ideas through my creative mind
God expressed billion dollar ideas through my infinite mind

my brain is connected to infinite intelligence

my brain is connected to infinite wealth

my brain is connected to infinite prosperity

my brain is connected to infinite love

my brain is a tool of mass wealth creation

You have a billionaire mindset

your ideas are worth billions

You come up with billion dollar ideas all day long

You come up with billion dollar ideas while You sleep

You come up with billion dollar ideas while You eat

your brain is always coming up with billion dollar ideas

your thoughts create money

your thoughts are money

your ideas create money

your ideas are money
your brain is an endless fountain of wealth
your brain is a metaphysical wealth machine
your brain was created to generate wealth
your brain is filled with unlimited money ideas
your brain is stuffed with unlimited creativity
your brain is a priceless instrument of wealth creation
your brain is a priceless treasure of creativity
your brain is a priceless work of art
your brain is the savior of human kind
your brain is a ceaseless creator of billion dollar ideas
your brain was designed by God
God designed your brain to create billion dollar ideas
God wants me to create billion dollar ideas
God expects me to create billion dollar ideas
Your brain is the culmination of God's Eternal grace
your billion dollar ideas are the creation of heaven
your billion dollar ideas will create unlimited love
your billion dollar ideas will create unlimited happiness
your billion dollar ideas will create unlimited peace
your billion dollar ideas will create unlimited prosperity
the future rests on your billion dollar ideas
humanity is waiting for your billion dollar ideas
God expresses billion dollar ideas through your genius mind
God expresses billion dollar ideas through your creative mind
God expressed billion dollar ideas through your infinite mind
your brain is connected to infinite intelligence
your brain is connected to infinite wealth
your brain is connected to infinite prosperity
your brain is connected to infinite love
your brain is a tool of mass wealth creation